4. AGE

Choose a building with five floors.

On the ground floor gather 17 people aged 70 and over.
Ask them to make non-verbal sounds with their mouths on the note of F sharp for five minutes.
Record The 17.
Ensure their performance draws upon their wisdom.

On the first floor gather 17 people aged between 45 and 69.
Ask them to make non-verbal sounds with their mouths on the note of G sharp for five minutes.
Record The 17.
Ensure their performance draws upon their bitterness.

On the second floor gather 17 people aged between 21 and 44.
Ask them to make non-verbal sounds with their mouths on the note of A sharp for five minutes.
Record The 17.
Ensure their performance draws upon their arrogance.

On the third floor gather 17 people aged between 13 and 20.
Ask them to make non-verbal sounds with their mouths on the note of C sharp for five minutes.
Record The 17.
Ensure their performance draws upon their boredom.

On the fourth floor gather 17 people aged 12 and under.
Ask them to make non-verbal sounds with their mouths on the note of D sharp for five minutes.
Record The 17.
Ensure their performance draws upon their innocence.

Combine and balance all of the recordings so they can be played simultaneously.

Gather the above 85 members of The 17 in one place.
Play them back the combined and balanced recordings simultaneously.

Delete all recordings.